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Family Office Debt and Capital Advisory

Whether for a strategic acquisition or the refinancing of your existing debt structure, 
accessing funding to support the realisation of your family’s goals can be complex  
and fraught with risks.

You will potentially have a lot of options, each with its own requirements and 
challenges. Establishing what kind of debt funding to seek and then finding and 
engaging the right lender on the right terms can seem overwhelmingly difficult  
without the support of an expert advisor. 
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Why access debt capital?

Family offices face the challenge of raising funding for a wide variety of reasons:  
you may be considering a transformational corporate transaction, looking to pay  
a dividend to shareholders or simply aiming to refinance your existing debt. 

Deloitte’s Debt and Capital Advisory team provides independent 
advice to family offices to source the best debt package available 
in the market for their businesses. The team raises capital for the 
following situations:

 • M&A activity – enabling a reduced equity contribution by the 
family office

 • Refinance of existing debt – sourcing new facilities on more 
favourable terms and/or facilitating the exit of lenders

 • Growth capital – facilitating growth opportunities

 • Consolidation of shareholder base – enabling a buy-out  
of shareholders, including minority positions

 • Special dividends to shareholders – enabling a liquidity event  
for families

 • Asset-backed financing – allowing the release of value from the 
balance sheet

 • Real estate finance – funding development opportunities

 • Raising junior HoldCo debt, preferred and/or minority 
equity – increasing leverage for acquisitions/dividends
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Helping family offices to realise their goals

Helping to source $400m of finance to debt fund a UK/US 
cross border transaction
A global contract research organisation (CRO) that provides clinical 
trial support to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries in 
the form of outsourced research services. The business was wholly 
owned by a family office.

The CRO had shown tremendous organic growth over the last 
10 years; however, it had also pursued acquisitions in order to 
achieve its goal of global reach and scale. The business identified 
its nearest competitor as an acquisition target and entered a highly 
contested M&A process to acquire it.

The CRO decided to take advantage of its leverage capability, 
rather than the family or a new party injecting more equity onto its 
balance sheet. The Deloitte Debt and Capital Advisory team was 
hired to source US$400m of finance to entirely debt fund the UK/
US cross border transaction. The team ran a dual tract process to 
drive competitive tension securing committed funds from (i) two 
investment banks offering an underwritten option; and (ii) a club  
of four alternative lenders offering a private debt deal.

The CRO was successful in acquiring its competitor and has 
subsequently been sold by the family office to a leading global life 
sciences company for US$1.2bn.

Raising €55m of real estate development financing to fund 
the build out of a 5 star hotel, golf course and residential 
development in southern Europe
Backed by a family office, who have owned the land in southern 
Europe for c.30 years. The 5 star hotel is a ground up development 
in an area of protected land that is away from the established 
beach resort making it a new concept with no proven market. 
Additional complexity surrounded the project from a loan security 
perspective and repayment profile due to limited cash inflows for 
first three years.

On behalf of the family office, we targeted over 90 specialist 
credit and real estate lenders. After a significant amount of time 
educating lenders we shortlisted two lenders with one of those 
lenders ultimately funding the full debt requirement.

The impact of this financing enabled the family to reduce its equity 
contribution towards the project.
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Our team

Deloitte’s Debt and Capital Advisory team offers family offices a comprehensive debt 
and capital advisory service. We combine wide-ranging expertise in raising finance and 
global coverage with a deep understanding of the issues and challenges that families 
contend with when seeking to balance operational needs of now with long-term 
ambitions for future generations.

Our team is widely recognised as a global leader with one of the 
largest debt advisory teams. We are a team of 180 dedicated debt 
professionals across 30 countries in Europe, North America, Africa 
and Asia. We offer direct access to more than 300 global lenders, 
including banks, direct lenders, institutional, family offices, special 
situations and specialist funds.

In the last 12 months, we have advised on over 100 transactions 
with combined debt facilities in excess of US$10bn. Our target 
market is debt transactions ranging from US$30m to US$750m.

Why do family offices use Deloitte Debt and Capital Advisory?
 • We are completely independent from providers of finance 

meaning our objectives are fully aligned with those of the family

 • Through our ongoing dialogue with lenders on multiple deals, 
we have real-time knowledge of active capital sources and 
their appetite

 • Through running a competitive process our involvement will 
increase the likelihood of success and obtaining the lowest 
cost capital available

 • We provide a hands on approach supporting our clients 
throughout the process

 • Managing a financing process may not be the best use 
management’s time. Our involvement reduces management 
distraction

We produce a market-leading publication on the alternative lending 
market covering 63 major direct lender participants across Europe. 
This publication provides us with unique insights into this market 
and enables us to offer family offices funding solutions that are 
truly tailored to the needs of your family enterprise.
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Contacts

Robert Connold
Director
+44 (0) 20 7007 0479
rconnold@deloitte.co.uk

Alex Skeaping
Assistant Director 
+44 20 7007 7881
askeaping@deloitte.co.uk

Andrew Cruickshank
Director 
+44 (0) 20 7007 0522
acruickshank@deloitte.co.uk
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